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Abstract
Perceptual decision making is the process by which information gathered from sensory systems is combined and used to influence our behavior. In recent years, the fields of systems
and cognitive neuroscience have aggressively sought to examine the neural correlates of
this process. As a result, significant contributions in the area of perceptual decision making
have emerged. In this chapter we briefly review the major contributions made to this area by
monkey neurophysiology and discuss how these animal experiments have inspired scientists
to study the neural correlates of perceptual decision making in humans using non-invasive
methods such as fMRI, EEG, and MEG. We present findings primarily from the visual and
somatosensory domains, which we use as supporting evidence in proposing a new theoretical
model of perceptual decision making. The latter part of the chapter focuses on how to best
integrate EEG with fMRI to achieve both high spatial and high temporal resolution to help
inform theories of the neurobiology of perceptual decision making. We conclude by providing a motivation on how this framework for perceptual decision making in combination with
the techniques presented here can be extended to study the interaction of sensory and reward
systems as well as to study value-based decision making in humans.

Key points
1. Perceptual decision making is the process by which information gathered from sensory systems is combined and used to influence our behavior.
2. Findings from monkey physiology experiments parallel those from human neuroimaging experiments.
3. Sensory evidence is represented in sensory processing areas.
4. Accumulation of sensory evidence occurs in decision-making areas that are downstream of the sensory processing areas; these decision-making areas form a decision
by comparing outputs from sensory neurons.
5. The functional architecture for human perceptual decision making consists of separate processes that interact in a heterarchical manner in which at least some of the
processes happen in parallel.
6. Simultaneous EEG/fMRI measurements and EEG-informed fMRI analysis techniques
allow us to characterize the spatiotemporal characteristics of the network processes
underlying perceptual decision making in humans.
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Introduction

Perceptual decision making is the process by which incoming sensory information is
combined and used to influence how we behave in the world. The neural correlates of
perceptual decision making in the human brain are currently under intense investigation
by systems and cognitive neuroscience. Fortunately, animal neurophysiology has already
laid the foundation upon which critical new hypotheses about human decision making
can be based. Specifically, results of single and multi-unit recordings in primates have
already proposed that decision making involves three main processing stages: representation of sensory evidence, integration of the available sensory information across time,
and a comparison of the accumulated evidence to a decision threshold [1]. Furthermore,
some psychological theories suggest that these stages of decision formation are likely to
occur in a serial fashion [2,3].
Though the overall simplicity of this hierarchical model is admittedly appealing,
perceptual decision making in the human brain is likely to involve a more complex,
non-serial cascade of events that includes sensory processing, attention, prior information, reward, evidence accumulation, and motor response networks [4]. An alternative
model, as outlined in Fig. 8.1A, involves at least four complementary and partially overlapping systems which interact in a heterarchical manner, with some of the processes
occurring in parallel.
In addition to the main processing modules of the simple hierarchical architecture, this
four-compartment model includes a system that detects perceptual uncertainty or task
difficulty as well as a performance monitoring system. In this chapter we will discuss
recent findings from human neuroimaging studies, which use new data analysis techniques to identify the spatiotemporal characteristics of these different systems, to provide
support for the extended model proposed here.
The majority of human studies that have addressed this problem use functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to identify the cortical regions that are participating in
decision making [5–8]. The low temporal resolution of fMRI however, imposes limitations on inferring causation as little can be said about the sequence of neural activation in
these regions, which is also needed to ultimately infer the true underlying neural network.
A different approach to deciphering the temporal characteristics of perceptual decision
making is provided by non-invasive measurements of the human electro- and magnetoencephalograms (EEG/MEG). Though the spatial resolution of these imaging modalities
is rather low, they possess temporal resolution on the order of milliseconds and in conjunction with advanced single-trial analysis techniques can be used to map out temporally
distinct components related to different events during decision formation [9–11].
Though significant progress has already been made using each of these modalities in
isolation, the localization restrictions of EEG and MEG and the temporal precision constraints of fMRI, suggest that only a combination of these approaches can ultimately
enable the recovery of the spatiotemporal characteristics of the network processes underlying perceptual decision making in humans. This can potentially be achieved by simultaneous EEG/fMRI measurements or by EEG-informed fMRI analysis techniques where
EEG-derived regressors are used to model the fMRI data [12–14]. As the across-trial and
across-condition variability seen in the identified EEG components may carry important information regarding the underlying neural processes, correlating EEG component
activity with the blood-oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) fMRI signal could provide
images of the source of this variability with high spatial resolution. Figure 8.1B illustrates
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Figure 8.1 A theoretical model for human perceptual decision making. Integrating EEG with fMRI can
help reveal the spatiotemporal characteristics of this model. (A) A four-compartment model of perceptual
decision making in the human brain. In contrast to traditional hierarchical models of decision making
[2,3] the main processes of some of these compartments can happen in parallel. The model includes a system for representing the early sensory evidence, and a system for post-sensory, decision-related processing
including comparison and accumulation of sensory evidence and computation of decision variables. As
in many tasks, decisions are usually expressed through action; this system includes motor and premotor structures. In addition, it incorporates a system for detecting perceptual uncertainty or difficulty to
signal for recruitment of more attentional resources when task demands are increased, and a system for
performance monitoring to detect when errors occur and when decision strategies need to be adjusted
to improve performance. (B) Identifying the spatiotemporal characteristics of the model presented in
(A) requires imaging the brain at both high spatial and high temporal resolution. fMRI can provide the
desired spatial resolution while single-trial EEG can identify temporally well-localized features of this
model. Developing new techniques to integrate EEG with fMRI can ultimately enable the recovery of the
spatiotemporal characteristics of the network processes underlying human perceptual decision making.
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the benefits of combining EEG and fMRI in inferring the spatiotemporal characteristics
of human decision making.
This chapter is organized as follows. We start out by briefly reviewing the major contributions of monkey neurophysiology to our current knowledge of perceptual decision
making. We then discuss how the concepts derived from this animal work also apply to
human decision making by providing evidence from a number of recent fMRI, EEG and
MEG studies. Where appropriate we use these findings to make references in support
of the model outlined in Fig. 8.1A.The latter part of the chapter focuses on how to best
integrate EEG and fMRI and provides an example of how the EEG-derived fMRI analysis approach can be a valuable tool in achieving high spatiotemporal characterization of
the neural correlates of perceptual decision making in humans. We conclude by providing
a motivation on how this framework for perceptual decision making in combination with
the techniques presented here can be extended to study reward- and value-based decision
making in humans.

8.2
8.2.1

Perceptual decision making in monkeys
Sensory evidence representation

A number of single-unit experiments in primates have already established a clear relationship between neuronal activity in sensory regions and psychophysical judgments. In
a discrimination task in which monkeys had to decide the direction of motion from random dot kinetograms consisting of varying amounts of coherent motion, Newsome and
colleagues showed that the activity of direction-selective neurons in middle temporal area
(MT/V5) can provide a satisfactory account of behavioral performance [15–17]. In addition, trial-to-trial variability in these neuronal signals was correlated with the monkeys’
actual choices [18]. That is, when a neuron in area MT fired more vigorously, the monkeys were more likely to make a decision in favor of that neuron’s preferred direction
of motion. In line with this idea, electrical microstimulation of MT neurons biased the
monkeys to commit more and faster choices towards the neurons’ preferred direction
[19–21]. Taken together, these findings lend support to the notion that neuronal signals
in area MT provide the sensory evidence upon which monkeys base their decision regarding the direction of stimulus motion.
Interestingly, this pattern of neural responses appears to extend to even highly complex visual stimuli such as faces. A study, using a rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP)
task, identified activity of individual neurons in macaque temporal cortex which predicted whether the monkey responded that it saw a face in the stimulus or not [22]. More
recently, and for a similar face versus no-face categorization task, microstimulation of
face-selective neurons in inferotemporal (IT) cortex biased the monkeys’ choices towards
the face category [23]. The magnitude of the effect depended on the degree of face selectivity and the size of the stimulated cluster of face-selective neurons. Moreover, the early
time, relative to stimulus onset, at which microstimulation had an effect suggested that
neurons in IT can provide the sensory evidence needed for object-based decision making.
In the somatosensory domain, Romo and colleagues used a task in which monkeys had
to discriminate the vibration frequency of two sequentially presented tactile stimuli and
report which one was the highest. As with the MT experiments, here too, the sensitivity
of the average responses in primary somatosensory cortex (S1) was similar to the behavioral sensitivity of the monkeys and the trial-to-trial fluctuations in the neural responses
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Figure 8.2 Representation and integration of sensory evidence during perceptual decision making
in humans. (A) Using fMRI, Heekeren et al. [5] identified face- and house-selective regions (orange
and green clusters, respectively) that are thought to represent the sensory evidence required to make
a face-house discrimination. Specifically, they found a greater response in face-selective areas to clear
images of faces than to noisy images of faces. Conversely, house-selective areas showed a greater
response to clear images of houses than to noisy images of house. The orange and green lines illustrate this point in a cartoon-like fashion. (B) Decision making in higher-level brain regions is thought
to involve an integration of sensory evidence over time. The diffusion model for simple decision making [27,28] assumes that decisions are made by continuously accumulating sensory information until
one of two response criteria (a or b) is reached as illustrated graphically in this panel. Moment-tomoment fluctuations in the sample path reflect noise in the decision process. The accumulation rate,
termed drift rate (v) in the model, reflects the quality of the available sensory evidence. For example,
clear images of faces/houses contain more sensory evidence than noisy images, and therefore have a
higher drift rate. Heekeren et al. [5] showed that such computations are carried out in the DLPFC.
See Plate 7 of Color Plate section.

predicted the animals’ choices to a small but significant degree [24]. Furthermore, microstimulation of S1 neurons, in the absence of physical stimulation, was sufficient to
reproduce the behavioral patterns seen under normal conditions [25,26]. These results demonstrate that signals in S1 represent the evidence used by the monkeys to form the decision.

8.2.2

Accumulation of sensory evidence and decision formation

How can the sensory evidence provided by sensory regions, such as MT and S1, be used
to drive the later stages of decision formation? Computational models of decision making, including diffusion and race models, have already proposed that decisions regarding
ambiguous sensory evidence can benefit from an accumulation of information over time
[27–31] (see Chapter 18). The diffusion model, for two-choice decisions, in particular
assumes that in the decision process, evidence is integrated over time to one of two decision thresholds corresponding to the two choices (see Fig. 8.2B for an illustration). The
rate of accumulation is called drift rate, and it is determined by the quality of the sensory information. The better the information quality, the larger the drift rate toward the
appropriate decision boundary and the faster and more accurate the response. Moreover,
trial-to-trial variability in the accumulation of information could result in processes with
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the same mean drift rate but terminate at different times (producing different response
times) and sometimes at different boundaries (producing errors).
As it turns out there are indeed brain regions in which the neural activity matches predictions made by the model. One such region, which appears to be critically involved in
the direction discrimination task, is localized in the lateral wall of the intraparietal sulcus
(IPS) and is commonly referred to as lateral intraparietal (LIP) area. LIP was originally
shown to be involved in linking sensory and motor processing stages. Furthermore its
activity is predictive of the time and direction of a monkey’s saccadic eye movements
[32–34]. As monkeys are typically trained to indicate their choice by making an eye
movement (saccade) towards a target on the side of the perceived direction of motion,
this area was studied further for its potential role in decision making.
Single-unit recordings in LIP [34–37] have shown that, for saccades made towards the
response field of the neuron under consideration, neural activity increased in a ramp-like
fashion, consistent with an accumulator process. The rate at which responses increased
was proportional to the amount of coherent motion in the stimulus. This build-up of
activity may represent the accumulated difference in firing rates of two opposed pools
of direction selective MT neurons. This difference is thought to approximate the logarithm of the likelihood ratio (logLR) in favor of one alternative over another [1,38,39].
More important, by the time the monkey was committed to a particular eye movement response, neural responses in LIP achieved a common value regardless of motion
strength, consistent with the idea of a decision boundary that is common to both easy
and difficult choices. More recently, these results were extended from a two- to a fourchoice direction discrimination task [40]. This pattern of activity was also reported in
the frontal eye fields (FEF) and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) [41] and is
regarded as evidence that all of these areas are involved in the conversion of an analog
motion representation into a binary decision variable.
Correspondingly, for the vibrotactile frequency discrimination experiments, regions
in the secondary somatosensory (S2), medial premotor cortex (MPC), ventral premotor cortex (VPC), and in the DLPFC were reported as being involved in decision formation [42–45]. As with the motion experiments, responses in these regions are likely to
reflect a comparison between the two frequencies under consideration. Similarly to the
LIP, responses the MPC and VPC were also shown to form a decision by computing the
difference between the activities of neurons in S2 that code for each of the frequencies
used for stimulation [44,45]. In addition, neurons in S2 itself responded as a function
of both the first (remembered) and second (current) stimulus and their activity was
correlated with the monkeys’ decisions shortly after both frequencies were presented.
This suggested that at least some S2 neurons may combine past and present sensory
information to form a decision [43]. Finally, time-dependent persistent activity in the
DLPFC during the delay period between the two stimuli, correlated with the monkeys’
behavior, suggesting an active role of short-term memory representation in decision
making [42,46].

8.3

Perceptual decision making in humans

In this section we review human neuroimaging evidence showing that the principles
that have emerged from the neurophysiology work in monkeys also hold for the human
brain.
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fMRI studies on perceptual decision making

Representation of visual evidence
Heekeren and colleagues used fMRI and a face-house categorization task to investigate
perceptual decision making in the visual domain [5]. Previous neuroimaging studies had
identified regions in the human ventral temporal cortex that are activated more by faces
than by houses, and vice versa: the fusiform face area (FFA) and the parahippocampal
place area (PPA), respectively [47–51]. The face-house task can thus be used to identify
two brain regions, and to test whether they represent the sensory evidence relevant for
the task. There was a greater response in face-selective regions to clearer images of faces
(“easy” trials) than to degraded images of faces (“difficult” trials), whereas degraded
houses showed a greater response than clearer houses in these face-selective areas. The
opposite pattern was found in house-selective regions, namely, a greater response to
clearer images of houses (“easy” trials) than to degraded images of houses (“difficult”
trials), but a greater response to degraded than to clearer images of faces (Fig. 8.2A).
These results support the concept that face- and house-selective regions represent the
sensory evidence for the two respective categories, consistent with the initial processing
module of the model in Fig. 8.1A.

Representation of somatosensory evidence
Inspired by the work of Romo and colleagues, recent fMRI studies have used vibrotactile frequency tasks to study somatosensory decision making in the human brain. In this
task, individuals had to decide which of two successive vibratory stimuli had a higher
frequency. Consistent with neurophysiological data in monkeys, the primary somatosensory cortex exhibited increased activity during the encoding phase (processing of the first
stimulus) in tactile decision making [52]. Similarly, using a somatosensory discrimination task, in which participants had to compare the frequency of two successive electrical
tactile stimuli, Pleger and associates found that tactile stimuli per se evoked activity in,
among other regions, somatosensory cortex [7].
The most direct evidence in support of the concept of representation of sensory evidence
in the somatosensory domain comes from a transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)
study which showed that stimulation of primary somatosensory cortex lowered two-point
discrimination thresholds of the right index finger and enlarged its neural representation as assessed with fMRI [53]. Notably, this enlargement correlated with the individual
TMS-induced perceptual improvement. Taken together, the results of the studies described
above provide support for the idea that, similar to the findings in monkeys, primary somatosensory cortex represents the sensory evidence during tactile decision making. Next,
we review recent human neuroimaging studies that provide evidence for a comparison of
accumulated sensory evidence as a mechanism for perceptual decision making.

Integration of sensory evidence and formation of the decision variable
The single-unit recording studies in monkeys have shown that neuronal activity in areas
involved in decision making gradually increases and then remains elevated until a response
is made. Importantly, the rate of increase in neural activity is slower during more difficult
trials than during easier trials. Furthermore, these studies have shown that downstream
cortical regions (i.e., further along the processing chain), such as LIP and the DLPFC, could
form a decision by comparing the output of pools of selectively tuned sensory neurons.
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A recent fMRI study showed how the BOLD signal can be used to examine the process
of accumulation of sensory evidence [8]. Pictures were revealed gradually over the course
of 12–20 s and participants signaled the time of recognition with a button press. In several
occipital regions, the fMRI signal increased primarily as stimulus information increased,
suggesting a role in lower-level sensory processing. There was a gradual build-up in fMRI
signal peaking in correspondence with the time of recognition in inferior temporal, frontal, and parietal regions, suggesting that these regions accumulate sensory evidence.
Heekeren and colleagues directly tested whether a comparison operation is also at
work in the human brain using the face-house discrimination task described previously
[5]. Specifically, based on the neurophysiological data in monkeys, Heekeren proposed
that higher-level decision areas should fulfill two criteria. First, they should show the
greatest BOLD activity on trials in which the weight of evidence for a given perceptual
category is greatest, namely, a higher fMRI signal during decisions about clear images of
faces and houses (“easy trials”) than during decisions about degraded images of these
stimuli (“hard trials”). Second, their BOLD signals should correlate with the difference
between the signals in brain areas selectively tuned to the different categories involved;
that is, those in face- and house-responsive regions.
Only one brain region fulfilled both criteria [5]: the posterior portion of the left
DLPFC uniquely responded more to clear relative to degraded stimuli, and the activity of
this region correlated with the difference between the output signals of face- and houseresponsive regions (Fig. 8.2B).
Thus, when people make categorical decisions about face and house stimuli, this brain
region appears to integrate the outputs from lower-level sensory regions and use a subtraction operation to compute perceptual decisions. Notably, activity in the left DLPFC
also predicted behavioral performance in the categorization task [5]. Hence, even for
complex object categories, the comparison of the outputs of different pools of selectively
tuned neurons appears to be a general mechanism by which the human brain computes
perceptual decisions.

Uncertainty, attention, and task difficulty
The human neuroimaging studies reviewed so far have used single-unit recording findings as a constraint to predict decision-related changes in fMRI signals [35]. Specifically,
neuronal activity in areas involved in decision making gradually increases with increasing sensory evidence and then remains elevated until a response is made, with a greater
rate of increase during easier trials than during more difficult trials. This leads to the
prediction of an enhanced fMRI response during easy relative to hard trials in decisionmaking areas.
Other investigators took a different approach to the identification of regions involved
in perceptual decision making: they characterized decision-making regions on the basis of
correlations of the BOLD signal with accuracy or response time (RT) [54]. This approach
is based on Donders’ theory that the time an individual needs to deliberate before
responding to a stimulus increases with task difficulty, and thus can be used to differentiate sensory and decision processes. Therefore, in contrast to the neurophysiological
work and neuroimaging studies reviewed previously, these investigators have reasoned
that BOLD activity in decision-related regions should be correlated with RT; namely, they
should show a greater response during difficult trials than during easy trials.
Binder and associates manipulated difficulty so as to affect both accuracy and RT
in a phonetic discrimination task [54]. As task difficulty decreased, accuracy increased
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sigmoidally from chance performance to nearly perfect with easy trials. In contrast, RT
was biphasic, with shorter RTs for very easy items and very hard items, and longer RTs
for items of intermediate difficulty. These authors found that BOLD activity in regions
just adjacent to primary auditory cortex correlated with accuracy, whereas BOLD activity in the anterior insula and the inferior frontal gyrus positively correlated with RT.
These data were interpreted to support a sensory processing role (auditory identification)
for the areas where BOLD signal correlated with accuracy and a decision-related role for
areas where BOLD signal correlated with RT.
A related goal of some investigators has been to eliminate differences between trials
in terms of stimulus evidence and thereby reduce the overall influence of either attention or task difficulty on the fluctuations in BOLD signal, which characterize decisionmaking regions. For instance, Thielscher and Pessoa [55] asked study participants to decide
whether a given face expressed fear or disgust. They focused their analysis on trials where
there was no facial expression visible in the stimuli (i.e., neutral faces) and therefore no
trial-to-trial difference in the amount of sensory evidence [55]. Similar to Binder and colleagues [54], they postulated that decision-related regions should show a positive correlation between RT and fMRI signal amplitude. They too found that BOLD activity was
positively correlated with RT in the inferior frontal gyrus/anterior insula, as well as in the
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC).
A related strategy was adopted by Grinband and associates [56] who manipulated perceptual uncertainty independently of stimulus evidence. They asked individuals to classify a line segment as being either long or short, based on a learned, abstract categorical
boundary. They reported regions in a fronto-striatal-thalamic network, including a large
region of the medial frontal gyrus, whose activity increased with perceptual uncertainty
independent of stimulus evidence, and suggested that these regions may be involved in
comparing a stimulus to a categorical boundary.
All of the studies cited here [54–56] as well as [8] have associated the medial frontal gyrus and the inferior frontal gyrus/anterior insula with perceptual decision-making,
based on the finding of a greater response during difficult than easy trials. Heekeren et al.
have found a similar response pattern in these regions [5,6]. However, they have suggested that their role in perceptual decision making is to bring to bear additional attentional resources to maintain accuracy in decision making when the task becomes more
difficult. Their interpretation is congruent with the attentional control module illustrated
in Fig. 8.1A. Recent studies by Philiastides and colleagues [10,14] may provide a resolution for these different conceptualizations (see following).

The role of the motor system
Neurophysiological studies in monkeys as well as modeling studies suggest that the brain
regions involved in selecting and planning a certain action play an important role in
forming decisions that lead to that action. To test whether this result also holds for the
human brain, Heekeren et al. [57] asked human observers to make direction-of-motion
judgments about dynamic random-dot motion stimuli and to indicate their judgment
with an eye movement to one of two visual targets. In each individual, the authors
localized regions that are part of the oculomotor network, namely, the FEF and an eyemovement related region in the IPS, presumably corresponding to area LIP of monkeys
[58]. Importantly, during the period of decision formation, between the onset of visual
motion and the cue to respond, the percent BOLD change in both the FEF and IPS was
highly correlated with the strength of the motion signal in the stimuli [57]. These data
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are thus consistent with the single-unit studies in monkeys reporting that FEF and LIP
participate in the process of forming a perceptual decision.
The results are also similar to a study of oculomotor decision making by Heinen and
colleagues [59] who had participants play “ocular baseball” while undergoing fMRI. In
this game, the subjects had to indicate whether they thought a dot moving across a computer screen would cross into a visible strike zone or not. Subjects scored a point when
they correctly predicted a “strike,” so that their eye movements pursued a dot that eventually crossed into the strike zone. Subjects also scored a point on trials when they correctly predicted a “ball” and withheld an eye movement (e.g., remained fixated) when the
dot missed the strike zone. When the results of a task with identical motor behavior were
compared to the “baseball” trials, decision-related signals were found in the superior parietal lobule, FEF, and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex. In line with the monkey data, these
results suggest that, when a decision is associated with a specific movement, formation of
the decision and preparation of the behavioral response share a common neural substrate.
Put more generally, the findings support the view that the human motor system also plays
an important role in perceptual decision making (cf. Green and Heekeren, forthcoming).
More recently, Heekeren et al. have investigated whether decisions may be transformed
into motor actions in the human brain independent of motor planning and execution –
that is, at an abstract level [6]. Individuals performed the direction-of-motion discrimination task and responded either with button presses or saccadic eye movements. Areas that
represent decision variables at a more abstract level should show a greater response to
high coherence (easy) relative to low coherence (difficult) trials, independent of the motor
system that is used to express the decision. Heekeren and associates found four such areas:
left posterior DLPFC, left posterior cingulate cortex, left IPS, and left fusiform/parahippocampal gyrus. Most important, the increase in BOLD activity in these regions was independent of the motor system the participants used to express their decision. The results
from this fMRI study are in line with the finding by Kim and Shadlen in monkeys that
neural activity increases proportionally to the strength of the motion signal in the stimulus
[41]. However, the findings in humans suggest that the posterior DLPFC is an important
component of a network that not only accumulates sensory evidence to compute a decision but also translates this evidence into an action independent of response modality.
Notably to date, neurophysiological studies in monkeys have not found neurons whose
activity reflects decisions independently of response modality. In fact, one could conclude
from the neurophysiological studies in monkeys that “to see and decide is, in effect, to
plan a motor-response” [60]. In contrast, in humans, Heekeren et al. found regions of
the cortex that responded independently of the motor effectors used [6]. Based on these
findings, one could speculate that humans may have evolved a more abstract decisionmaking network, thereby allowing a more flexible link between decision and action.

Performance and error monitoring
Neuroimaging studies have corroborated neurophysiological findings in monkeys in
showing that the posterior medial prefrontal cortex (also referred to as ACC), plays an
important role in performance monitoring, error monitoring, and signaling the need for
adjustments of behavior [12,61] (see also [62]). An intriguing possibility is that these
monitoring systems may selectively adjust the sensitivity in sensory brain regions rather
than changing decision criteria. Evidence for this comes from a recent fMRI study, which
showed that monitoring mechanisms enhance performance by transiently amplifying cortical responses to task-relevant information. In that study, Egner and Hirsch monitored
fMRI activity in the FFA while participants performed a task in which face information
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was sometimes relevant and sometimes irrelevant [63]. Brain activity during trials that
followed incongruent trials (where the face information was a possible confound with
the non-face information) was compared with activity during trials that followed congruent trials. Egner and Hirsch found that the BOLD-response in the FFA was significantly
increased by task relevance. This study also showed that amplification of FFA activity
was mediated by the DLPFC, as the level of interaction between DLPFC and FFA was
greater during the high FFA activity trials immediately following incongruent trials. Thus,
this study shows how the performance-monitoring system and the system that represents
sensory evidence interact during perceptual decision making as highlighted in Fig. 8.1A.

8.3.2

EEG/MEG studies on perceptual decision making

Even though fMRI provides millimeter spatial resolution, due to slow scanning rates
and the low-pass nature of the BOLD response, its temporal resolution is rather limited.
To overcome this limitation advanced methods that use EEG and MEG measurements
have been developed to study the temporal characteristics of perceptual decision making
in humans.

Single-trial EEG reveals temporal characteristics of decision making
Traditionally, the analysis of EEG has relied on averaging event-locked data across hundreds of trials as well as across subjects, to uncover the neural signatures of the neurocognitive process under investigation. The underlying assumption of this approach is
that trial averaging increases signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by minimizing the background
EEG activity relative to the neural activity correlated with experimental events. While
this assumption is generally valid, it also carries a major detriment; it conceals inter-trial
and inter-subject response variability which may carry important information regarding
the underlying neural processes. In contrast, single-trial methods usually exploit the large
number of sensor arrays by spatially integrating information across the scalp to identify
EEG components that optimally discriminate between experimental conditions. Spatial
integration enhances the signal quality without loss of temporal precision common to
trial averaging. The resulting discriminating components describe the spatial extent but,
more important, the temporal evolution of the underlying cortical activity.
Methods that have been used for such analysis include independent component analysis (ICA) [64–66], common spatial patterns (CSP) [67,68], support vector machines
(SVM) [69,70], and linear discrimination (LD) based on logistic regression [71,72]. LD in
particular can be used to compute a set of spatial weights, which maximally discriminate
between experimental conditions over several different temporal windows, thus allowing
the monitoring of the temporal evolution of discriminating activity. Unlike CSP, which
tries to identify orientations in sensor space that maximize power, LD tries to maximize
discrimination between two classes. Also unlike ICA, which is designed to minimize the
correlation between spatial components (i.e., make spatial components as independent
as possible [73]), LD is used to identify components that maximize the correlation with
relevant experimental events. All of these techniques linearly transform the original EEG
signal via the following transformation:
Y  WX,

(8.1)

where X is the original data matrix, W is the transformation matrix (or vector) calculated
using the different techniques, and Y is the resulting source matrix (or vector). Figure 8.3
illustrates how the technique can be used for a binary discrimination.
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Figure 8.3 Summary of the single-trial EEG linear discrimination approach. (A) Subjects are discriminating between two classes of images while EEG is simultaneously recorded from D sensors.
(B) EEG trials are locked to stimulus onset and a time window is defined with a latency, τ, relative
to the stimulus and a width, δ (typically 50 ms wide). (C) EEG data from each sensor (X1 → D) and
each window are used to train a linear classifier (i.e., estimate spatial filters wτ,δ), to discriminate
labeled trials (here, faces versus cars). (D) The linear classifier, through application of wτ,δ on the
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One of the first studies to use single-trial analysis of the EEG to explore the temporal characteristics of perceptual decision making in humans and to precisely quantify
the relationship between neural activity and behavioral output was that of Philiastides
et al. [9]. Motivated from the early work of Newsome and colleagues in primates [15,18],
these authors reported the first non-invasive neural measurements of perceptual decision
making in humans, which lead to neurometric functions predictive of psychophysical performance on a face versus car categorization task (Fig. 8.3A).
Similar to Heekeren and colleagues [5], Philiastides et al. manipulated the difficulty of
the task by changing the spatial phase coherence of the stimuli in a range that spanned
psychophysical threshold. Carrying out the LD approach (as outlined in Fig. 8.3) at different time windows and coherence levels revealed two EEG components that discriminated maximally between faces and cars as seen in Fig. 8.4A for one subject.
The early component was consistent with the well-known face-selective N170 [74–78]
and its temporal onset appeared to be unaffected by task difficulty. The late component,
appeared on average around 300 ms post-stimulus at the easiest condition, and it systematically shifted later in time and became more persistent as a function of task difficulty. Both
of these components were sensitive to decision accuracy in that a high positive and a high
negative discriminator output value ( yτ_i , see Fig. 8.3B–D for details) indicated an easy
face and car trial, respectively, whereas values near zero indicated more difficult decisions.
To directly compare the neuronal performance at these two times to the psychophysical
sensitivity as captured by each subject’s psychometric function, the authors constructed
neurometric functions for each of the two components. Analogous to Britten et al. [15],
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was used to quantify the discriminator’s
performance at each coherence level. The neurometric functions were then obtained by
plotting the area under each of the ROC curves (i.e. Az values, see Fig. 8.3E) against the
corresponding coherence level. Neurometric functions from the late component were a
better match to the psychophysical data than those from the early component (Fig. 8.4B).
A third neurometric function, which was obtained by training a linear discriminator
while integrating data across both time windows, was found to be an excellent predictor
of overall behavioral performance. Finally, choice probability analysis [18] revealed that
the late component also predicted the subjects’ actual choices more reliably than the early
one, indicating that this component reflects the content of the final decision.

Figure 8.3 (Continued)
D sensors, collapses the D–dimensional EEG space into a 1–dimensional discriminating component
space y. Compared to individual sensors this 1–dimensional projection is considered a better estimator of the underlying neural activity, as it usually carries a higher SNR and reduces interference
from other sources. To visualize the profile of the discriminating component across trials (indexed
by i  1 → N), the classifier, trained only on EEG within each of the selected windows, is applied
across all time points to construct the component map seen here. Trials of class 1 (i.e., faces) are
mapped to positive y–values (red), whereas those of class 2 (i.e., cars) to negative ones (blue). In this
example the sigmoidal curves represent the subject’s reaction time profile for each of the two image
classes. (E) The discriminating components are validated using a ROC analysis based on a leaveone-out procedure. Specifically, left-out single-trial discriminating components, averaged within the
training window (i.e., yτ_i ), are used to generate discriminator output distributions for each of
the two classes. The area under the ROC curve, also known as an Az value, is used to quantify
the degree of separation between the two distributions and can be used to establish a relationship
between behavioral and neuronal responses as in [15,144]. See Plate 8 of Color Plate section.
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Figure 8.4 Single-trial EEG components correlate with decision accuracy on a face versus car discrimination task. (A) Discriminant component maps for the early (⬇170 ms) and late (⬇300 ms)
decision accuracy components identified by [9]. All trials are aligned to the onset of visual stimulation (time 0 ms) and sorted by RT (black sigmoidal curves). Unlike the discriminant component
maps in Fig. 8.3 only half the trials are represented here. Specifically, each row of these maps represents the output of the linear discriminator for a single face trial with the mean of all car trials
subtracted (i.e., y face_i  ycars ). (B) Comparison of one subject’s psychometric function (gray solid
line) with neurometric functions obtained from the early component (light-gray dotted line), the late
component (dark-gray dotted line), and a combination of the two (black solid line). Note that integrating data across both time windows helped produce a neurometric function that was statistically
indistinguishable from its corresponding psychometric curve. In addition, the neurometric function
from the late component alone was a better match to the psychophysical data than that of the early
one. See Plate 9 of Color Plate section.

Situated somewhere between the early and late components, around 220 ms post-stimulus,
there was yet a third component the strength of which systematically increased with
increasing task demands. This decision difficulty component was a good predictor of the
onset time of the late decision accuracy component. Philiastides and colleagues speculated that this component reflects a top-down influence of attention on decision making rather than a mere bottom-up processing of the stimulus evidence. To substantiate
this claim they used a variant of the original behavioral paradigm where the same stimuli
were colored red or green, and the subjects were either cued to perform a color discrimination or the original face categorization task [10]. While leaving the stimulus evidence
unchanged, they compared the amplitude of the difficulty component during a challenging face discrimination with that of a trivial color discrimination. They found that the difficulty component was significantly reduced when the subjects were merely discriminating
the color of the stimulus. As the images were identical in the two tasks, these results ruled
out the possibility that this component simply reflects the early processing of the stimulus.
Additionally, this new version of the experiment has produced further evidence on
the role of the early and late components. The authors found that the early component
remained unaffected by task demands, in that for the color discrimination the response of
this component to face versus car stimuli was unchanged. In contrast, the response of the
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late component was largely eliminated when subjects were making a color decision. Finally,
the response of the late component was correlated with mean drift rate in a diffusion
model simulation [10, 144]. This was the first study to link human brain signals with
parameters of the diffusion model, suggesting that the late EEG component reflects the
post-sensory evidence that is fed into the diffusion process, which ultimately determines the
decision.
These results taken together suggest that the different EEG components can be
thought of as representing distinct cognitive events during perceptual decision making.
Specifically, the early component appears to reflect the stimulus quality independent of
the task (face/car or color discrimination) and is likely to provide the early sensory evidence, consistent with the first processing stage in the four-compartment model of perceptual decision making presented in Fig. 8.1.A. In contrast, the late component better
represents information in the actual face/car decision process as it was shown to be a
good predictor of overall behavioral performance during face categorization (Fig. 8.4B)
while its responses to the color discrimination were virtually diminished. Consistent with
a top-down attentional control system (Fig. 8.1.A, the difficulty component appears to
be implicated in the recruitment of the relevant attentional and other neuronal resources
required to make a difficult decision. It further predicts the onset time of the late component, which is consistent with the idea that as the brain is engaging additional resources a
delay in the next processing module (e.g., late component) is observed.

The role of synchronized activity in perceptual decision making
EEG and MEG signals are thought to arise primarily from oscillatory components in the
brain [79]. This oscillatory activity often exhibits power changes in response to different experimental events. Moreover, these changes are not necessarily phase-locked to
the events that caused them and they would therefore tend to cancel out in the average
evoked potentials [80]. Time-frequency decomposition of EEG/MEG data has recently
gained much popularity as it can ultimately capture these changes when applied on singletrial data prior to averaging.
A time-frequency representation (TFR) describes the variation of the spectral energy of
the signal over time and is a valuable tool for interpreting non-stationary signals. There
are many approaches to obtain a TFR, however for the analysis of neural data the two
most commonly used methods are wavelets [81] and multitapers [82,83]. Wavelet decomposition involves convolving the data with a basis function (usually a Morlet wavelet).
Wavelets have a length that scales inversely with frequency such that the time-frequency
product remains unchanged. This means that for higher frequencies the temporal resolution increases in the expense of frequency resolution (i.e., time-frequency resolution
trade-off). In contrast, multitapers are based on a windowed Fourier transform where a
set of Slepian windows or discrete prolate spheroidal sequences (DPSS) are chosen so that
power bleeding into neighboring frequencies is minimized. Unlike wavelets the temporal
and frequency specificity of multitapers does not scale with frequency. Wavelets can be
quite sensitive to low-amplitude signals, whereas multitapers have a high degree of frequency specificity and are better suited for detecting high-amplitude transients [84].
A recent MEG study using time-frequency analysis techniques based on multitapers
[85] has shown that during the same motion discrimination task used in monkey experiments neural activity in the high gamma range, namely 60–100 Hz, was monotonically
increasing with respect to the strength (i.e., coherence) of the visual motion. The analysis
was restricted to the early stages of visual presentation to ensure that only those regions
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involved in encoding the intensity of the physical stimulus were represented. Using
“beam forming” source reconstruction techniques [86,87], the authors were able to
attribute the strongest gamma-band modulation to several motion-responsive regions in
occipitoparietal and occipitotemporal cortex. Of particular interest was the prevalence of
such modulation in area V5/MT  , which is thought to represent the human-homologue
of monkey MT. These findings are seminal in that they begin to bridge the gap between
monkey electrophysiology and human neuroimaging. They also provide support that
motion-selective regions, such as MT  , represent the sensory evidence (Fig. 8.1A) upon
which human observers base their decisions regarding direction discrimination.
In a separate study, Donner et al. [11] have also used multitaper-based TFR of MEG data
to explore the neural correlates of perceptual decision making in humans. They used a visual
motion detection task where subjects reported whether a small amount of coherent motion
was present or not (yes/no paradigm) in a conventional random-dot kinetogram. The TFR
approach revealed an induced steady-state response, reflective of non-phase locked fluctuations of ongoing oscillatory activity, in response to the stimulus. This activity was sustained
for the entire period that the dynamic random dot patterns remained on the screen.
The authors then tested whether this activity covaried with behavioral performance.
They found MEG activity in the beta band (12–24 Hz) to be larger before correct than
error trials. Similar to [9,18] they used signal detection theory, namely ROC analysis (on
correct versus error choices), to quantify the association between neural data and behavioral choices. They showed that data from the 12–24 Hz range could predict behavioral
choices on a single-trial basis. A closer look at the time course of this beta band activity
revealed a gradual build-up in the difference signal between correct and error choices
consistent with accumulator models [29,38]. Finally, activity in this frequency band was
also shown to reflect the accuracy of the decision, rather than the content (i.e., yes or no),
by virtue of the fact that it was higher before “correct rejects” than before “false alarms”
in the physical absence of the motion target. Taken together, these results clearly implicate the source of this oscillatory activity in the actual decision-making process (Fig. 1A).
A source reconstruction based on “beam formers” [86,87] identified the posterior IPS
(pIPS) and DLPFC as potential sources.
The findings from the fMRI, EEG, and MEG studies presented in this section provide converging insights into the neural basis of perceptual decision making in humans
as outlined in the model of Fig. 8.1A. At the same time they emphasize the importance of
combining these imaging modalities to infer the spatiotemporal profile of the interactions
between the different processing modules of this model. In the next section we present a
new approach on how to best integrate single-trial EEG with fMRI to decipher the spatiotemporal characteristics of perceptual decision making.

8.4

Spatiotemporal characterization of decision making by
integrating EEG with fMRI

Simultaneous EEG/fMRI measurements can potentially enable the fusion of EEG and
fMRI in a manner that circumvents the disparate space and time scales on which the two
datasets are acquired. Animal experiments have already demonstrated that hemodynamic
signals are more closely coupled to synaptic than spiking activity and that changes in the
fMRI BOLD signal can correlate tightly with synchronized oscillatory activity recorded
from local field potentials (LFPs) [88–91]. Under these premises, it is reasonable to
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Figure 8.5 Graphical representation of how single-trial EEG can be used to construct fMRI regressors.
The discriminator output (DO) can be used to derive as many fMRI regressors as there are temporally
distinct EEG components. The onset time and duration of each of the regressor events are determined
by the onset time (τ) and duration (δ) of the EEG components as identified by the single-trial EEG
analysis (as in Fig. 8.3). More important, the amplitude of each regressor event will be based on the
output of the linear discriminator yτ as defined in Eq. 8.2. See Plate 10 of Color Plate section.

assume that neural activity reflected in the EEG could also correlate well with the underlying BOLD hemodynamic response. In that case, constructing EEG-derived fMRI regressors based on pre-defined, highly discriminating EEG components could yield the desired
high spatiotemporal information needed to describe the neural correlates of perceptual
decision making, as well as other neurocognitive processes, non-invasively in humans.
One way to construct EEG-derived fMRI activation maps that will depend on task and
subject specific electrophysiological source variability is to take advantage of the singletrial discrimination approach described earlier. Specifically, the discriminator output for
each trial can be used as the basis for parametrically modulating the amplitude of the different fMRI regressor events. Figure 8.5 outlines the main steps involved in this process.
Single-trial discrimination of the EEG is initially performed to identify components of
interest (Fig. 8.5A). Assuming the discriminator is trained with T samples within each
window (τ) of interest, the output yτ has dimensions T  N, where N is the total number
of trials. To achieve more robust single-trial estimates for yτ, averaging across all training
samples is performed:
yτ_i 

1 T
∑ yτ_ij ,
T j1

(8.2)

where i is used to index trials and j training samples. This is shown graphically in Fig.
8.5B. yτ is then used to modulate the amplitude of the different fMRI regressor events
(Fig. 8.5C). Finally, the parametric regressor is convolved with a prototypical hemodynamic response function (Fig. 8.5D), which is used to model the fMRI data in the context
of a general linear model (GLM). This process can be repeated for multiple windows/
components (τ’s), each resulting in a separate regressor. Identifying the brain regions that
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correlate with each of these regressors will enable a comprehensive characterization of
the cortical network involved in the neurocognitive process under investigation.
In the absence of simultaneous EEG/fMRI measurements, however, one could still combine knowledge acquired from the single-trial EEG analysis with fMRI to achieve both
high temporal and high spatial resolution information on decision making. Assuming
multiple EEG components are identified a priori as part of a continuum of cognitive
stages involved in decision making, an EEG-informed fMRI study can potentially reveal
the cortical regions involved in each stage. In this case, an important requirement is that
the different EEG components respond uniquely to different experimental manipulations/
conditions so that the EEG-derived regressors are independent. After all this is a requirement that every sensible fMRI experimental design should satisfy. Then averaging the
discriminator output associated with each component and each experimental condition
across trials can be used to modulate the amplitude of the different regressor events:

yτc 

1 1 N T c
∑ ∑ yτ _ij ,
N T i1 j1

(8.3)

where c is used to index the different experimental conditions. Also note that yτc is
now a scalar – that is, all similar trials are modeled in the same way. Though the intertrial variability will ultimately be concealed in this formulation, important information
regarding the localization of each of the EEG components that would otherwise be unattainable using EEG or fMRI alone can now be achieved.
The experimental observations from the cued version of the behavioral task used in
[10] were well suited for this approach. The strength of the early component was proportional to stimulus evidence and it remained unchanged between the face/car and color
discriminations. The late component also responded as a function of stimulus evidence
during face categorization but it was stronger across all difficulty levels relative to the
early one. It was, however, virtually eliminated during the color discrimination. Unlike
the early and late components, the strength of the difficulty component was proportional
to the difficulty of the task. The authors repeated the same paradigm during fMRI and
used their earlier EEG results to inform the analysis of the functional data. Specifically,
they introduced three parametric regressors (one for each of their early, difficulty, and late
components) and they used Eq. 8.3 to estimate the relative strengths of each of their components with respect to the difficulty (i.e., low [L] versus high [H] coherence) and the type
of task (i.e., face versus car [FC] or red versus green [RG]) to modulate the heights of the
corresponding regressor events (i.e., yτFC,L , yτFC,H , yτRG,L , yτRG,H ,τ  {early, difficulty, late} ).
For the early component, they reported significant activations in areas implicated in
early visual processing of objects/faces. In particular, they found bilateral activations in
an area around the fusiform gyrus (FG), activations in superior temporal gyrus/sulcus
(STG/STS) as well as significant activations in the cuneus (CU). In addition, an independent localizer scan was used to identify the FFA. A region of interest (ROI) analysis revealed that the signal change in this area was predominantly explained by the
early component. Both the FFA and STS have previously been implicated in early visual
processing of faces using neuroimaging [48,92–94] and field potentials recorded directly
from the cortical surface [95–97]. The CU was also shown to be critical in early visual processing [98,99], including evidence from studies on visual extinction and spatial
neglect of faces [100]. These results verify the hypothesized role of the early component
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in processing the incoming sensory evidence, consistent with the initial processing module of the four-compartment model introduced in this chapter.
For the difficulty component, a number of brain regions that are typically associated
with the human attentional network were activated, providing support for the attentional
control system shown in Fig. 8.1A. These included the supplementary and frontal eye
fields (SEF/FEF), the ACC, the DLPFC, as well as the anterior insula (INS). Attentionrelated fluctuations were previously found in oculomotor structures such as the SEF and
FEF [101–103] while microstimulation experiments in primates have revealed causal
links between these areas and regions involved in early visual processing [104,105].
Though these findings have yet to be demonstrated in humans, they suggest that there
might exist reciprocal interactions between the attention-related system and the early sensory evidence module, as shown in Fig. 8.1A.
The ACC has previously been shown to participate in conflict monitoring and error
detection and to signal the need for greater cognitive adjustments [106–109], suggesting an active role of a performance monitoring system in decision making as highlighted
in Fig. 8.1A. The DLPFC was also shown to exert attentional control by representing
and maintaining the attentional demands of a task [107,110]. DLPFC was also implicated in directing efficient [111,112] and successful [113,114] working memory encoding and maintenance. The anterior INS on the other hand, is likely to participate in the
integration of multimodal information as evident by its widespread projections to and
from both the frontal and parietal cortices [115–117]. Taken together, these observations
substantiate the authors’ earlier claim regarding the presence of an attentional control
system that exerts top-down influence on decision making.
Finally, activations correlating with the late component were found in the lateral
occipital complex (LOC) and in the right ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (rVLPFC). Aside
from its involvement in object categorization [118–122], the LOC has been implicated in
“perceptual persistence” [123,124], a process in which a percept assembled by lower visual areas is allowed to remain in the visual system as a form of iconic memory [125,126].
A possible mechanism of this “persistence” involves feedback pathways in the ventral
stream, which allow a visual representation to reverberate via “local” loops [125–127].
The brief stimulus durations used in these experiments suggest that perceptual persistence is a likely mechanism by which rapid object decision making is instigated. That is,
for brief presentations the accumulation of evidence is not based on the decaying
stimulus traces themselves but rather on a durable representation of the stimulus retained
in short-term memory. This interpretation explains why the late component was a better predictor of overall behavioral performance than the early one, why it correlated
with mean drift rate in a diffusion model simulation, and why it disappeared when a
demanding face versus car discrimination was no longer required (e.g., during color
discrimination).
The other activation that correlated with the late component was in the rVLPFC.
Current evidence implicates VLPFC in decision-making tasks that involve uncertainty or
risk [128]. Moreover, activity in VLPFC appears to subserve the active maintenance and
retrieval of information held in short-term memory to facilitate executive processes such
as active selection, comparison, and judgment of stimuli [129–131]. Hence, the pattern
of activity in VLPFC appears to be in line with the perceptual persistence interpretation,
also seen in LOC, as a means of driving the final decision-making stages. Figure 8.6 summarizes these findings in a form of a spatiotemporal diagram.
Note the striking similarities between this diagram and the theoretical model for perceptual decision making introduced in Fig. 8.1A, which suggest that the EEG-informed
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Figure 8.6 Spatiotemporal diagram of perceptual decision making during a face versus car discrimination task [14]. Using an EEG-informed fMRI analysis, Philiastides and associates identified the cortical regions correlating with each of their EEG temporally specific components, and in doing so, they
demonstrated that a cascade of events associated with perceptual decision making, which included
early sensory processing (early component), task difficulty and attention (difficulty component), and
post-sensory/decision-related events (late component), takes place in a highly distributed neural network. The interactions between the different compartments are in part based on their experimental
observations and in part based on anatomical and functional connectivity evidence from the literature. The similarities between this spatiotemporal diagram and the model introduced in Fig. 8.1.A
suggest that the EEG-informed fMRI approach can enable the recovery of the spatiotemporal characteristics of different neurocognitive processes in the human brain.

fMRI approach is a promising new tool in mapping out the spatiotemporal characteristics of different neurocognitive processes in the human brain.

8.5

From perceptual to reward-based decision making

In this chapter we presented recent findings from fMRI, EEG, and MEG studies on perceptual decision making in humans. We also presented a method for integrating EEG
with fMRI and we demonstrated its efficacy in achieving high spatiotemporal characterization of perceptual decision making. We now briefly present new research directions
that look at other factors thought to influence perceptual decision making, such as neuromodulation, reward, and prior probability that can benefit from this new technique.

8.5.1

Neuromodulation of perceptual decision making

Although diffusion models of perceptual decision making postulate noise as a fundamental aspect of signal processing the neurobiological sources of noise and their contribution to cortical dynamics remain elusive. Patient studies, neurocognitive aging research,
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and genomic imaging studies indicate that the neurotransmitter dopamine (DA) modulates noise in information processing [132–136]. It will thus be important to investigate
how dopaminergic neuromodulation affects perceptual decision making. The COMT
gene for example regulates DA levels in the prefrontal cortex by affecting DA catabolism,
which in turn might have an effect on the neuronal SNR in the different decision-making
processing modules. Investigating how individual differences in DA-related genes modulate neural information processing will further our understanding of the neural correlates
of perceptual decision making in humans.

8.5.2

Modulation of perceptual decision making by reward information

Reward-based decision making in humans, especially in the context of reinforcement
learning and reward-related activity in dopaminergic systems [62,137–140], has already
been studied, mostly using fMRI. Surprisingly, however, little research has been done
to explore the potential effects of reward on perceptual decision making, whether on
sensory function or motor planning and action selection. One hypothesis is that in
situations where rewarding outcomes depend on decisions associated with different perceptual tasks, reward signals are propagated back to sensory systems, in the form of a
“teaching signal,” where they can shape early sensory representations to optimize reward
outcome.
To date the only study that addressed this issue is by Pleger et al. [141]. They used a
tactile discrimination task, in which subjects had to discriminate the relative frequency of
two successive somatosensory stimuli applied to the same finger, while manipulating the
reward rate received at the end of each trial. Not only did higher rewards improve behavioral performance but they also led to increased BOLD responses in the ventral striatum,
a key component of the human reward system. More important, however, these authors
demonstrated that during reward delivery and in the absence of somatosensory stimulation, the S1 controlateral to the judged finger was re-activated and this re-activation was
proportional to the amount of reward. Finally, they showed that reward magnitude on a
particular trial influenced responses on the subsequent trial, with better behavioral performance and greater controlateral S1 BOLD responses for higher rewards.
These results clearly demonstrate that the systems involved in valuation interact with
early sensory systems; however, it still remains elusive how these interactions are mediated. It also remains unclear whether reward signals also interact with other modules of
the four compartment model presented in Fig. 8.1A. Designing new paradigms that can
benefit from the EEG-informed fMRI approach presented in this review can help provide
answers to these questions.

8.5.3

Valuation-based/reward-based decision making

Often when we make decisions, the benefit of an option needs to be weighed against
accompanying costs. So far, little is known about how the brain does this [142]. Notably,
the only available theoretical models to date come from the literature on perceptual
decision making, which has modeled binary perceptual choices as a race-to-barrier
diffusion process (as reviewed in this chapter). It is, however, unclear whether this class
of model also applies to value-based decision making.
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